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I punched my mask shut. Let my Lancers see the dragon’s face. Only then could I 
worry. I worried about everything in those seconds. 

Would the shuttle get blown from the sky before we hit dirt? 

Would we crash? 

Would I make it safely to the ground only to get a plate sized hole blown through 
my gut? 

I dumped it all out for God. Blazes, it’s not like He didn’t know what I was thinkin’ 
anyway. 

The response I got was the same.  

Humble yourselves, therefore under the mighty hand of God, casting all your 
anxieties on him, because he cares for you.  

Breathe out. Relax. 

“Thirty seconds!” The pilot yelled it this time. The shuttle shook and rattled. 
Something roared nearby – probably the autocannon hanging under the cockpit. 

“Hands!” I stepped back against the bulkhead and kept my grip on the overhead 
handhold. My troops followed suit. 

We were lined up I two rows of six, facing each other. 

“Hatch open!” 
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Right after the pilot yelped, the floor between us split by a hand’s width. Bright 
light spilled in. Blurred, rust-colored dirt raced by. 

New Borneo’s surface. Not quite as red as Mars. 

Suddenly the shuttle’s engine noise fell an octave. We lurched. 

“Drop!” 

The hatch flew open wide.  

“Go, go, go, go!” I shouted. 

We dropped as one. 

It was a six-meter drop to the ground. In that instant, we were airborne. My 
heads-up display went crazy with data. Shuttles all around us. Weapons fire coming in 
from the east – directly ahead. White flashes as the shuttle’s autocannon hammered 
back at our enemies. Still didn’t see ‘em. Only a line of hills, and freshly-dug craters. 
The aerial support had been busy apparently. 

My boots slammed into the dirt. Eyes up. No time for worrying. “Move out!” I 
raised my rifle. Head’s up gave me a target. 

Hexambler. Martian Tiu make. 

I grinned, thumbed the targeter on my railer... 


